Loss of a yawl from the Lapérouse Expedition
vessel Astrolabe in Lituya Bay, 1786.
COURTESY BARRY LAWRENCE RUDERMAN ANTIQUE MAPS
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In Dire
Straits

Alaska’s shipwreck and dive site legacy
By Michael Engelhard
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The bulk cargo ship Selendang Ayu
ran aground at Unalaska Island in
2004 after engine failure.
COURTESY NOAA/COAST GUARD

T

he jigsaw of Alaska’s coastline weaves and
bends 6,640 miles point to point, exceeding all other
U.S. seashores combined.
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Farallon survivors watch unloading from
the wreck at Iliamna Bay in January of 1910.

romantic. The plight of Shinsho-maru and her tars and of
a Russian band of fellow castaways typifies many tales
of maritime woe.
After wallowing mastless for more than seven months through
the North Pacific, Shinsho-maru, blown off-course in 1783,
stranded on Amchitka, one of the Aleutians’ Rat Islands. During
a violent storm near Japan, another ship had crashed into the
junk and damaged her rudder. The drifters dropped anchor at
Amchitka before making landfall in a small boat. Aleut men who
were hunting wild geese invited the Japanese into their sod hut
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With islands included, that number more than quintuples to
33,904 miles—almost three times the distance from the North
Pole to the South Pole. Add ice, fog and snow, long nights, epic
storms, rogue currents, and reefs, and it’s no surprise that over
the centuries thousands of ships foundered in these waters.
According to Captain Warren Good, a retired skipper and
co-author of the doorstopper encyclopedia Alaska Shipwrecks
1750-2015, other factors help explain the exorbitant toll.
Boom-industries such as the fur trade, exploration, whaling, or
fossil fuel extraction swelled the losses from capsizing, collisions,
allisions (nautical for “run-ins with a stationary, built object”),
fires, and explosions on board. Sleep deprivation, drugs, alcohol,
and incomplete or outdated charts compound human errors.
The image of Exxon Valdez—under-crewed, her radar in
disrepair—cracked open like eggshell on Bligh Reef still haunts
Alaskans’ memories. While the ecological impact proved horrific
and ruined fishermen killed themselves in the spill’s aftermath, it
was not Prince William Sound’s worst catastrophe, at least not in
terms of human lives. That bleak record was set in 1799, when a
storm swamped 60 hide-covered, wooden-frame Native bidarkas
near Hinchinbrook Entrance, drowning 200 souls.
Symbols of hope dashed to bits, of men facing merciless
nature, shipwrecks were a popular subject of Romantic landscape paintings. The reality, however, was and is anything but

where they fed them. Russian fur hunters, promyshlenniki from
yet another vessel wrecked there, soon joined the survivors.
Camped onshore, these Russians awoke to Shinsho-maru
breaking her fetters and getting punctured by blunt underwater
fangs before washing up on that coast. They stayed on the island
for over three years, using planks from their ship and the junk to
engineer an escape. In 1787, the promyshlenniki and remaining
Japanese journeyed six weeks to Kamchatka, Siberia, powered by
an otter-skin sail. After an audience with Catherine the Great in
St. Petersburg, Captain Daikokuya Kodayu returned home with
one comrade, 11 years after they’d first embarked. Two others,
converting to Christianity, settled in Irkutsk. Of Kodayu’s original
crew, 11 had died.
Not content to simply read about shipwrecks or thumb
through yellowing photos and charts, some people tingle head to
toe at the thought of barnacled hulls rotting in their wet graves.
One, the Alaska-born shipwreck researcher and technical scuba
diver Steve Lloyd, has led expeditions throughout the state,
including six dives to locate and survey the U.S. Army transport
bark Torrent, which vanished in Cook Inlet in 1868. A fan of risky,
aquatic realms, he also visits submerged airplanes, abandoned
mines, and flooded caves.
Lloyd got hooked on marine disasters by reading Robinson
Crusoe as a kid. After devouring accounts of actual survivors, he
tried to analyze their predicaments. What had happened to cast
these poor wretches adrift on the open ocean? he wondered. How
did their boat or ship come to grief ?
The answers, he realized, lay in the wrecks themselves, hidden
by the very waters that had claimed them. To solve those riddles,
he learned to dive, using specialized gear and techniques to
safely explore the frightful abyss. Many wrecks rest at depths
beyond the skills of recreational divers and through entrapment
or jagged edges can hurt or kill careless or unlucky aquanauts.
Lloyd recalls his first descents to SS State California, a passenger
vessel sunk in 1913 in southeast Alaska: “It was deep, and dark,
and ice-cold, and terrifying, and thrilling all at once,” he says.
Long desiring to discover an uncharted wreck, Lloyd so far has
tracked down four. He has also laid hands on the remains of SS
Princess Sophia, Alaska’s worst maritime disaster. Despite
steamers rushing to her rescue, roughly 350 people died in a
blizzard on Lynn Canal’s Vanderbilt Reef in 1918. There were no
survivors, except for one passenger’s dog. A hasty letter containing a will, found on a corpse afterward, gave heartrending
testimony:

ew
“We struck a rock last night, which thr
out in
many from their berths. Women rushed
e too
their night attire, some were crying, som
ung out
weak to move, but the lifeboats were sw
[it]
in all readiness but owing to the storm
was no
would be madness to launch until there
lights
hope for the ship…We are expecting the
to go out at any minute, also the ﬁres.”

The Japanese cargo ship Kano Maru ran
aground at Kiska Island after being bombed
during the 1942 battle for the Aleutians.

Far luckier were 38 men who’d entrusted their lives to the
wooden passenger liner Farallon in 1910 only to become
marooned one mile from shore when she smashed into Cook
Inlet’s Black Reef the day before Russian Christmas. Evacuated to
an island close by, they endured a month in minus 40-degree
temperatures. Six even made an attempt to row across Shelikof
Strait to Kodiak Island to get help. Having braved pounding surf
and Iliamna Bay’s ice-trammeled beaches, all lived off provisions
scavenged from the wreck, sheltered, though just barely, by sails,
mattresses, and tarpaulins. Raw bacon and frozen bread, melted
snow, and driftwood fires kept them alive. An amateur photographer and shipboard mail clerk captured the ordeal in black-andwhite scenes so stark they raise goose bumps.
Economic gain rather than lust for adventure or a yen for
history drives some modern quests to reach Alaskan shipwrecks.
In 2012, two Washington companies in a months-long endeavor
clawed an 85-pound treasure chest from the severed bow of SS
Islander, a luxury steamer that had carried stampeders from
Skagway to Victoria, British Columbia. Hitting a rock or an
iceberg in the early morning hours, she sank within 20 minutes
in Stephens Passage near Juneau, taking at least 40 passengers
with her to the bottom. The companies put the hoard up for
auction after winning a court battle over salvage rights; the
unrefined placer gold from six vintage leather pokes inside the
box was expected to fetch $4 million. About a dozen identical
boxes were among the original cargo, and part of the gold had
been retrieved already in 1934. Of course, the expenses of
gargantuan salvage efforts absorbed much of the profits. The
latest dredging’s historical by-catch—more than 1,000 artifacts,
among them textiles, clothing, a tool kit, and costume jewelry—
went to the Alaska State Museum in Juneau.
Alaska’s saltwater dead linger painfully beyond the mementos
preserved. In 2018, Juneau residents and descendants of one
Princess Sophia victim marked the tragedy’s centenary with a
10,000-pound granite slab they dedicated at nearby Eagle Beach.
In Petersburg and Cordova, bronze plaques and flowers placed
portside by families equally tally hardship: lives forfeited and
lives wrested from the sea. There too, Lost with all hands is a
common refrain.
Michael Engelhard’s only claim to seafaring fame is a short stint
cooking on Auklet, a Cordova-based charter vessel. He was seasick
much of the time, and the mandatory survival suit drill, even while
conducted on deck, gave him shivers.
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